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a b s t r a c t

Recent ultrafast techniques make it possible to obtain multidimensional (nD) NMR spectra in a single
scan. These ultrafast methods rely on a spatial encoding process based on radiofrequency (RF) pulses
applied simultaneously with magnetic field gradients. Numerous approaches have been proposed in
the past few years to perform this excitation process, most of them relying on a continuous excitation
of the spins throughout the whole sample. However, the resolution and sensitivity of ultrafast nD spectra
are often reduced by molecular diffusion effects due to the presence of gradients during the excitation
process. In particular, increasing the excitation period is necessary to improve the resolution in the ultra-
fast dimension, but it leads to high sensitivity losses due to diffusion. In order to understand better and to
limit molecular diffusion effects, a detailed theoretical and experimental study of the various continuous
ultrafast excitation processes is carried out in the present study. New numerical simulations of ultrafast
echo line shapes are presented and compared to experimental data. The evolution of the signal intensity
with the excitation process duration is also simulated and compared to experimental intensity losses. The
different excitation schemes are compared in order to determine the best excitation conditions to per-
form 2D ultrafast experiments with optimum resolution and sensitivity. The experimental and theoret-
ical results put in evidence the efficiency of the multi-echo scheme.

� 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a powerful analytical tool
used in a wide range of applications, from the study of chemical
structures and dynamics to pharmaceutical and medical applica-
tions. In particular, multidimensional (nD) spectroscopy [1,2] plays
a central role among NMR techniques, as it brings a resolution
enhancement that is essential to elucidate complex molecular
structures. However, the length of the experiments (several
hours)—necessary to complete the acquisition of an nD FID—often
hampers the implementation of nD spectra. This is a consequence
of the nD acquisition process, which relies on the repetition of
numerous transients with incremented delays. Beyond the timeta-
ble constraints caused by the subsequent experiment duration, this
incrementation procedure makes nD NMR very sensitive to tempo-
ral instabilities, leading in particular to large noise ridges along t1

dimension [3]. Moreover, it makes nD NMR unsuitable for the
study of short timescale phenomena.

Numerous approaches have been proposed to overcome this
time limit and to obtain 2D NMR spectra in a reduced time. Schan-
ll rights reserved.

(P. Giraudeau).
da and Brutscher [4] proposed an optimization of delays and pulse
angles in the HMQC sequence (SOFAST-HMQC), leading to 2D spec-
tra of protein samples in a few seconds. However, this approach
still relies on the incremented acquisition scheme described above.
Several strategies were considered to bypass this difficulty. The
application of linear prediction (LP) [5,6], maximum entropy (Max-
Ent) [6,7] or projection–reconstruction (PR) [8] methods to 2D
NMR was proposed, based on the acquisition of a small number
of t1 increments. An appropriate algorithm was then applied to cal-
culate the whole 2D FID s(t1, t2). Alternative strategies to Fourier
transform (FT) NMR were also suggested, such as FDM (filter diag-
onalization method) [9] or covariance NMR. Kupce and Freeman
developed another non-FT method called Hadamard spectroscopy
[10,11], based on a frequency-domain excitation, which found
interesting applications in biomolecular NMR [12]. The aforemen-
tioned strategies permit an efficient limitation of the indirect do-
main sampling duration; however, all of them require the
repetition of several transients. Therefore, the experiment duration
is often limited by the relaxation delay, and several seconds are
necessary to obtain a 2D spectrum.

A totally different approach was recently proposed by Pr.
Frydman and co-workers [13,14], allowing the acquisition of
2D NMR spectra within a single scan. In this ‘‘ultrafast 2D NMR”
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method, the usual t1 encoding is replaced by a spatial encoding,
and after a conventional mixing period, the spatially encoded
information is decoded by a detection block based on echo pla-
nar imaging (EPI) [15]. The spatial encoding scheme initially pro-
posed [13,14] relies on a succession of selective pulses applied
during alternating bipolar gradient pairs. It suffers from several
drawbacks as it requires fast gradient switching carefully syn-
chronized with RF irradiation. Moreover, it leads to the appear-
ance of undesirable ‘‘ghost peaks” [16] in the indirect domain.
Consequently, this discrete excitation scheme was replaced in
the past few years by several continuous encoding patterns
[17–22] relying on the combination of continuously frequency-
swept pulses applied during a bipolar gradient.

These different alternatives to discrete excitation were recently
described by Shrot and Frydman [20]. However, this study was lim-
ited to a theoretical description of spin phase evolutions which did
not take into account the various sensitivity loss sources. Conse-
quently, it seems indispensable to proceed to a detailed study of
the various encoding patterns available in order to determine the
excitation conditions leading to optimum resolution and sensitiv-
ity. In particular, resolution along the ultrafast domain is a key fac-
tor for improving the quality of ultrafast nD spectra. We have
recently shown [17] that this resolution was directly proportional
to the average time Te spent by magnetizations in the transverse
plane. This duration is directly related to the spatio-temporal
encoding constant C, which is the X1 � z dependence of the phase
evolution at the end of the encoding process. As a consequence,
improving ultrafast resolution requires increasing the duration of
the spatial encoding process. However, increasing Te is limited by
various factors. The first limitation comes from spectral width con-
siderations. When Te increases, the acquisition duration Ta must be
increased as well to observe all relevant peaks in the ultrafast
dimension. Unfortunately, the spectral width in the conventional
dimension is inversely proportional to Ta. Therefore, increasing Te

leads to a limited spectral width in the conventional domain. How-
ever, high Te values can still be convenient to observe reduced
spectral windows (for example in the case of J-resolved spectros-
copy [23]). High Te values can also lead to signal losses due to
transverse relaxation, when T2 is not negligible compared to Te. Fi-
nally, signal losses due to molecular diffusion effects in the pres-
ence of magnetic field gradients can be observed. These effects
may cause important signal losses and line shape distortions at
high Te values.

In a recent paper [24], we showed that diffusion was the most
constraining of the above factors. A detailed description of diffu-
sion effects in ultrafast experiments was given very recently by
Shrot and Frydman [25]. The authors developed a very complete
theoretical model to determine diffusion losses throughout the
sample. Analytical diffusion loss profiles were compared to numer-
ical simulations and to experimental observations for three excita-
tion schemes. A very good adequacy was obtained between
simulated, experimental and theoretical data, but this study was
performed for small Te values only, for which diffusion effects are
not a major obstacle. The influence of Te on the compromise be-
tween resolution and sensitivity was not discussed in details in this
paper. And, to our knowledge, the influence of diffusion effects on
ultrafast echo line shapes was never described.

Consequently, a comparison of the different continuous excita-
tion schemes for various Te values is necessary to determine their
relative dependence on diffusion effects. In the present paper, a
general theoretical and experimental study of diffusion losses for
each continuous excitation scheme is carried out. New echo line
shape numerical simulations are presented and compared to
experimental results in order to find the best excitation conditions
to perform 2D ultrafast experiments with optimum resolution and
sensitivity.
2. Theory

2.1. Description of continuous encoding schemes

The main continuous excitation schemes are described in Fig. 1.
The two first ones (Fig. 1A and B) achieve an amplitude-modulated
encoding, whereas the schemes on the second line (Fig. 1C–E) lead
to phase-modulated encoding. The excitation block is followed by a
mixing period (similar to the one used in conventional 2D NMR)
and by the usual EPI-based detection block.

The first amplitude-modulated encoding scheme (Fig. 1A) was
proposed by Shrot et al. [21]. It is formed by a 90� continuous excita-
tion performed by a chirp pulse with a linear frequency ramp applied
during a positive gradient Ge, immediately followed by an identical
90� storage pulse applied in the presence of an opposite gradient.
This second chirp pulse compensates for the quadratic z2 phase
dependence induced by the first pulse, and it stores the coherences
back into longitudinal spin states. The following mixing period must
flip back the magnetizations in the transverse plane before detec-
tion. However, the spatial encoding achieved by this scheme is per-
formed from one end of the sample to the other, which can lead to a
number of artefacts [19]. To compensate for these drawbacks, a sym-
metric amplitude-encoding scheme has been proposed by Shapira et
al. [19] (Fig. 1B). It is identical to the previous one, except that both
halves of the sample are swept simultaneously from the edges of
the sample to the centre during the excitation pulse and vice versa
during the storage pulse. The amplitude modulation involved in
these two excitation schemes is incompatible with phase-modu-
lated techniques such as COSY [1] or J-resolved spectroscopy [26].
Furthermore, these amplitude modulated schemes theoretically in-
duce a factor of 2 loss in comparison to phase modulation. Fortu-
nately, three different alternatives have been proposed to obtain
phase-modulated encoding in order to circumvent these limitations.
Tal et al.’s encoding scheme [22] (Fig. 1C) consists of a 90� continuous
excitation performed by a chirp pulse identical to the one used in the
amplitude-modulated scheme, applied during a Ge gradient. Then,
the quadratic phase dependence is compensated by a 180� chirp
pulse applied during a second gradient, whose sign can be chosen
either positive or negative. We showed recently [17] that the excita-
tion scheme using a negative gradient led to a better compromise be-
tween sensitivity and resolution than its positive counterpart. For
simplicity reasons, we shall consider here the case in which the gra-
dients have opposite amplitudes, which implies the relation
dp/2 = 2 � dp between pulse durations [17,22] in order to compensate
for the quadratic phase dependence. Moreover, a positive gradient of
identical amplitude and of duration dp must be added at the end of
the excitation process for the pulse sequence to be gradient neutral.

A constant-time (CT) version of phase-modulated excitation
was proposed by Pelupessy [18]. This double spin echo method
(Fig. 1D) starts with a 90� non-selective pulse, followed by a pair
of identical 180� chirp pulses applied during alternating gradi-
ents. The main feature of this experiment is the identical duration
spent by magnetizations in the transverse plane, which does not
depend on their position along the z-axis. Finally, we proposed a
multi-echo derivation of the CT excitation scheme [17] (Fig. 1E)
that was initially designed to compensate for molecular diffusion
effects. In this pulse sequence, which is also a constant-time
experiment, the two 180� chirp pulses are replaced by a succes-
sion of shorter 180� pulse pairs applied during alternated
gradients.

2.2. Theoretical description of diffusion effects during the encoding
process

A detailed theoretical description of molecular diffusion losses
in the course of the ultrafast excitation process was given by Shrot



Table 1
fu(su) functions characterizing diffusion losses in continuous-encoding ultrafast
excitation

u Encoding scheme fu(su)

a Amplitude-modulated 2(dp/2 � sa)3

b Symmetric amplitude-modulated 2(dp/2 � sb)3

c Phase-modulated ðdp=2 � scÞ3 þ dp=2

2 �
sc
2

� �3
þ sc

2

� �3 þ dp=2

2

� �3

d CT phase-modulated 2((dp � sd)3 + (sd)3)
e Multi-echo 2n((dp � se)3 + (se)3)

su represents the instant when the first chirp pulse addresses an internal chemical
shift X1 at a particular position z. Pulse durations dp/2 and dp refer to Fig. 1. 2n is the
number of echoes for the multi-echo encoding scheme.
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and Frydman in Ref. [25]. The authors demonstrated an almost per-
fect adequacy between analytical derivations of their model and
numerical simulations. However, a minor deviation was observed
between the analytical model and the experimental results in the
case of the CT phase modulated excitation [25]. Therefore, we
chose to proceed to numerical simulations in order to compare sig-
nal losses and line shape modifications with experimental results
for all continuous encoding excitation schemes.

Before modelizing diffusion effects during the ultrafast encod-
ing process, it should be noticed that all excitation schemes should
be compared with identical Te values so that they have the same
dependence on transverse relaxation. Moreover, this comparison
should be performed with identical gradient amplitudes.

Transverse diffusion effects in the presence of magnetic field
gradients are quite easy to understand if we consider the resolu-
tion of Bloch equations with diffusion terms described by Torrey
[27]. When a magnetic field gradient G is applied during a time t
along the z-axis, the resulting signal S can be calculated by:

S ¼ S0 expð�icGztÞ exp �1
3

Dc2G2t3
� �

ð1Þ

where S0 is the signal intensity before the gradient and D the trans-
verse diffusion coefficient. When n gradients Gj are applied succes-
sively with various durations tj, the resulting signal Sn can be
obtained by applying Eq. (1) n times successively:

Sn ¼ S0

Yn

j¼1

expð�icGjztjÞ exp �1
3

Dc2G2
j t3

j

� �
ð2Þ

In the case of ultrafast excitation schemes, it is also necessary to
account for successive 90� excitation or 180� inversion effects. Con-
sequently, each excitation scheme should be divided in several
successive blocks. As an example, a detailed calculation for the
CT phase-modulated scheme can be found in Ref. [24]. In the pres-
ent paper, this calculation is generalized to the various encoding
schemes described in Fig. 1. Each one is indexed by a letter corre-
sponding to its location in Fig. 1. For a given encoding scheme u,
the decomposition into successive gradients depends on the in-
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Fig. 1. Pulse sequences for the acquisition of ultrafast 2D NMR spectra, showing the differ
(A) Amplitude-modulated excitation. (B) Amplitude-modulated symmetric excitation.
(E) Multi-echo phase-modulated excitation. (F) Common mixing and detection periods,
stant su when the first chirp pulse addresses an internal chemical
shift X1 at a particular position z. For all encoding schemes, this in-
stant is obtained by the expression:

su ¼
X1 � nuOi þ ceGez

nuR
ð3Þ

with

nu ¼ 1 for u ¼ a; c;d; e

nu ¼ �z=jzj for u ¼ b

�
ð4Þ

In Eq. (3), Oi is the initial frequency offset of the first chirp pulse (90�
or 180�, depending on the scheme) characterized by a sweep rate R.
The parameter nu (Eq. (4)) is not the same for the symmetric encod-
ing scheme as for the other excitation patterns, as the instant sb de-
pends on the sign of z, because of the symmetric sweep imparted by
the chirp pulses.

Starting from these expressions, we calculated, for each encod-
ing scheme, the remaining signal Su at the end of the excitation
process, given by the following expression:

Su ¼ S0 expð�buDÞ ð5Þ

where bu is a parameter depending on the instant su:

bu ¼
c2G2

e

3
fuðsuÞ ð6Þ
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where fu(su) is a function which fully characterizes intensity losses
due to diffusion; the various expressions for fu(su) are given in Table
1. fu(su) depends on the instant su defined above and on the pulse
durations indicated in Fig. 1. Gradient decay and build-up times
are not considered in this model, as they are very short compared
to chirp pulse durations.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Derivations and simulations

Starting from the expressions derived in Section 2.2, we calcu-
lated the signal losses due to diffusion effects for various z coordi-
nates, for a given chemical shift X1. We performed simulations for
each encoding scheme, for different Te values. In all the simulations
described, the frequency range of the chirp pulses is assumed to
match the one induced by the gradients. The results are presented
in Fig. 2 for a diffusion coefficient D = 2.3 � 10�9 m2 s�1 corre-
sponding to the experimental value for a pure water sample (see
Section 5). It can be observed that diffusion losses highly depend
on the position z. Moreover, the comparison between Fig. 2A and
B shows that these losses increase with Te. Finally, they highly de-
pend on the encoding scheme for a given Te value. Whereas the
simple amplitude- and phase-modulated excitation schemes are
characterized by asymmetric diffusion profiles, the symmetric
amplitude-encoding scheme and the CT and multi-echo phase-
encoding schemes lead to symmetric diffusion profiles. Simula-
tions are shown for X1 = 0 but it has been shown that the intensity
profile does not vary significantly over the usual 1H chemical shift
range [24].

Starting from these results, we simulated the echoes obtained
when applying a detection gradient Ga immediately after excita-
tion. As the evolution during the EPI-based detection block is
similar to a conventional 2D NMR evolution, we will focus on
the echo observed during the first acquisition gradient. Echo line
shape simulations were carried out numerically by partitioning
the sample into a large number of slices in order to approximate
the continuous excitation case. The resulting signal can be de-
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Fig. 2. Simulation of signal losses due to diffusion during excitation, for ultrafast spe
D = 2.3 � 10�9 m2 s�1. — Amplitude-modulated encoding. Amplitude-modulat
phase-modulated encoding. – �– Multi-echo encoding (six echoes). Multi-echo
performed at different frequencies show that diffusion losses do not vary significantly
model.
scribed as the sum of contributions arising from the spin packets
at different positions z. In our case, these contributions take into
account the diffusion losses profile calculated for each excitation
scheme. Shrot and Frydman have shown [28] that such a numer-
ical simulation gave the same results as the analytical derivation
of line shapes.

We simulated ultrafast echo line shapes for each excitation
scheme and for two different values of Te (Fig. 3). Transverse relax-
ation was not considered in this model, as all the excitation
schemes are compared with identical Te values. The echoes ob-
served during the first acquisition gradient are represented in mag-
nitude mode to get closer to real ultrafast processing conditions.
Relative intensities are not considered in Fig. 3 but are plotted in
Fig. 4. For short Te values (30 ms), the diffusion effects are negligi-
ble and the simulated echo line shapes have the expected sinc
forms already observed in ultrafast experiments [28,29]. These line
shapes are almost identical for all encoding schemes. On the con-
trary, different behaviours are observed when Te increases. For
excitation schemes with symmetric diffusion losses (amplitude-
modulated symmetric encoding, CT phase-modulated encoding
and multi-echo encoding), the spins located on the edges of the
sample become more affected by diffusion effects than the ones
situated in the centre. Their contribution to the overall signal de-
creases, which leads to an attenuation of lateral sinc lobes and to
significant line broadening. The latter is more important for the
amplitude-modulated symmetric encoding than for the other
schemes. Moreover, it can be observed that diffusion effects on
echo line shapes are considerably reduced when multi-echo encod-
ing is applied, especially when a high number of echoes are used. In
this case, the line shape remains almost identical to the one ob-
served for a short Te value. On the contrary, for encoding schemes
with asymmetric diffusion losses (simple amplitude- and phase-
modulated encoding), the maximum signal at the end of the exci-
tation process is obtained for z – 0. The consequence on line
shapes is an increased contribution of lateral sinc lobes when Te in-
creases. Consequently, asymmetric excitation schemes appear
more sensitive to diffusion effects on echo line shapes when Te

increases.
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It is also interesting to plot the ultrafast echo intensity as a
function of Te, which determines the intensity decrease for 2D
peaks. This evolution is plotted in Fig. 4A for the various excitation
schemes. Signal losses due to diffusion effects when Te increases
can be observed for all the encoding schemes. It is interesting to
notice that similar curves are obtained for both amplitude-modu-
lated encoding schemes. They appear less sensitive to intensity
losses than the simple phase-modulated scheme for any Te, and
than the CT phase-modulated scheme for high Te values only. Final-
ly, one can observe that the multi-echo scheme appears far less
sensitive to diffusion losses, and that it is all the more efficient
since the number of echoes is high.

For comparison, we also plotted (Fig. 4B) the simulated losses
for a smaller coefficient diffusion (10�10 m2 s�1) corresponding to
protein-type conditions [25]. As expected, for all encoding
schemes, the signal losses are reduced compared to the small mol-
ecule conditions. However, the relative sensitivity of the various
excitation schemes to diffusion losses remains qualitatively the
same.

In this part, we have discussed molecular diffusion effects dur-
ing the excitation process. It could also be interesting to consider
possible diffusion losses during the acquisition period. As alterna-
tive gradients are applied during the detection process, it could a
priori lead to diffusion losses as well as during the acquisition per-
iod. However, most ultrafast pulse sequences require short acqui-
sition gradients (typically a few hundreds of microseconds), and
it was recently highlighted [24,25] that diffusion effects during
acquisition period were negligible in this case. The effects of diffu-
sion on line shape simulated here may also be cumulated with pos-
sible effects depending on the mixing period. However, these
effects were not discussed here because the mixing period is iden-
tical for the different experiments.
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3.2. Experimental observations

In order to compare the theoretical results presented above
with experimental observations, we performed ultrafast experi-
ments on a water sample characterized by a diffusion coefficient
D = 2.3 � 10�9 m2 s�1 at 25 �C. The experimental line shapes ob-
tained for the various encoding schemes are represented in Fig.
3, together with the simulated echoes. A good qualitative adequacy
between theoretical and experimental results is observed. In par-
ticular, line broadening clearly appears when Te increases, and
one can notice that it is far less important when the multi-echo
scheme is employed, which confirms the low sensitivity of this
scheme to diffusion effects. In particular, the line shape is almost
unaffected when 12 echoes are employed. Also noticeable is the
increasing contribution of lateral sinc lobes for the simple ampli-
tude-modulated encoding scheme. The line shape obtained for
Te = 210 ms is very similar to the simulated one.
However, a number of differences between simulated and
experimental line shapes can be noticed. For the amplitude-modu-
lated symmetric scheme, line shape distortions can be observed.
They are probably due to an imperfect excitation in the centre of
the sample that was not considered in the simulations. For the sim-
ple phase-modulated scheme, lateral sinc lobe distortions can be
observed at Te = 30 ms. Moreover, we were not able to detect any
signal for Te = 210 ms. Actually, this encoding scheme is the most
sensitive to diffusion effects (see Fig. 4), and the theoretical signal
remaining after a 210 ms excitation is only 2 � 10�6S0, which ex-
plains that the echo was not detected. Finally, for the multi-echo
scheme, artefacts at the base of the peaks can be observed for short
Te (30 ms) and a high number of echoes (2 � n = 12). These artefacts
may be due to adiabaticity losses when 180� pulse durations be-
come too short, since the adiabaticity factor is directly proportional
to pulse duration [30]. When the same frequency width is swept in
a shorter duration, the inversion becomes less efficient. For this
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reason, the number of echoes cannot be increased indefinitely,
especially for short Te values.

We plotted the experimental intensity losses for each encoding
scheme in Fig. 4C. The intensity losses observed experimentally are
similar to the theoretical curves from a qualitative point of view.
The adequacy between simulated and experimental evolutions val-
idates our theoretical model, confirming the importance of diffu-
sion effects for slow-relaxing molecules such as water. As
expected by the theory, the simple phase-modulated scheme is
the most sensitive to diffusion losses, which explains that no signal
could be detected for Te higher than 120 ms. However, the signal
detected for this encoding scheme is unexpectedly weak compared
to the other curves. This is due to additional losses which probably
originate from pulse imperfections (see Section 3.3). Such imper-
fections also explain the important losses observed at short Te for
the amplitude modulated symmetric excitation, because of the pe-
culiar nature of the double-sweep pulses applied in this case.

The most important feature in Fig. 4C is the efficiency of the
multi-echo scheme, which is far less sensitive to diffusion than
the other schemes. The influence of the number of echoes is clearly
visible for high Te values. However, for this encoding scheme,
intensities observed at Te = 60 ms are unexpectedly low, probably
because of the artefacts and distortions observed when short adia-
batic pulses are employed. Finally, for short Te values, simple
amplitude modulated and CT phase-modulated schemes appear
to give the best results.

3.3. Discussion

In the light of the theoretical and experimental results pre-
sented above, it is now possible to determine the optimum encod-
ing scheme to perform ultrafast excitation with a good resolution
(i.e. with high Te values) while minimizing intensity losses. The
choice depends on whether one is interested in amplitude- or
phase-modulated encoding. Moreover, the choice of Te depends
on the desired resolution and may also be restrained to a small va-
lue for large spectral widths. For short Te values, optimum results
in terms of intensity and echo line shape are obtained using either
the simple amplitude-modulated encoding scheme or the con-
stant-time phase-modulated encoding pattern. The choice be-
tween these two schemes will then depend on the kind of
modulation desired. For short Te values, the symmetric ampli-
tude-encoding and the multi-echo scheme should be avoided be-
cause they give rise to artefacts at the base of the peaks. For long
Te values, the multi-echo excitation scheme should be preferred
to other schemes, because it is far less sensitive to diffusion effects
on echo line shape and intensity. Finally, for all Te values, the sim-
ple phase-encoding scheme should be avoided because intensity
losses due to diffusion are much higher than with other schemes.

It is also interesting to say a few words on the robustness of the
various encoding sequences. When setting the different excitation
schemes, it appeared that they did not have the same sensitivity to
experimental parameter variations, such as pulse power or fre-
quency offset. In particular, the simple phase-encoding excitation
scheme seems very sensitive to these effects. Moreover, important
artefacts are observed even for short Te values. This may be due to
the asymmetry of the pulse sequence: because the two successive
90� and 180� pulses are not identical or symmetric, their imperfec-
tions may not mutually compensate, contrary to other excitation
schemes. And, we also observed that encoding schemes including
90� chirp pulses were less robust than other schemes to pulse
parameter variations. On the contrary, for encoding schemes
employing 180� chirp pulses only (constant-time and multi-echo
phase encoding), the echo line shape and intensity appear very ro-
bust to small parameter variations. The main cause is probably the
need for 90� chirp pulses to have a precise adiabaticity factor value
(a = 0.068) [31] to perform an efficient excitation, whereas 180�
chirp pulses are efficient in a wide range of adiabaticity factors.

The pulse imperfections may also explain the additional line
broadening that can be clearly observed in Fig. 3. For all the exci-
tation schemes, the experimental half-height width, Dt1=2

exp is some-
what higher than the simulated one, Dt1=2

th . This effect is probably
due to an imperfect magnetization refocusing originating from
pulse imperfections. However, this effect appears to be more
important when the excitation scheme includes 90� chirp pulses
than when only 180� pulses are employed. For example, for
Te = 30 ms, Dt1=2

th ¼ 15 ls whereas Dt1=2
exp ¼ 18 ls for the CT phase-

modulated scheme and Dt1=2
exp ¼ 21 ls for the simple amplitude-

modulated scheme. Consequently, the robustness and line-broad-
ening effects described above may direct the choice of the encod-
ing pattern towards the schemes formed of 180� chirp pulses
only, when it is compatible with the kind of signal modulation re-
quired by the user.

It is evidence that the choice of the excitation scheme is not
the only way of limiting diffusion effects during excitation. These
effects all depend on G2

e ; consequently it is important to use
weak gradient amplitudes, which was already the case in the
experiments presented above, where Ge value was 2% of the
maximum gradient strength available. However, the frequency
range of the chirp pulses is assumed to match the one induced
by the gradient Ge. Therefore, for weaker values of Ge, the fre-
quency range of the chirp pulses was not large enough in com-
parison to the chemical shift range. That probably explains why
baseline distortions were observed when Ge was decreased under
2%. Finally, another possibility is to limit the diffusion coefficient
D, for example by working at low temperature and by using a
viscous solvent when possible.

The last remark concerns the line shape considerations pre-
sented in this paper. It should be reminded that only the echo line
shape along the ultrafast dimension was studied, and that the 2D
line shapes will often be more complicated, as detailed by Shrot
and Frydman [20], presenting both dispersive and absorptive com-
ponents. Moreover, long mixing periods may also cause diffusion
losses as noticed in Section 3.1.

4. Conclusion

This paper highlights the important role of molecular diffusion
effects in ultrafast 2D NMR experiments and shows the necessity
to employ an appropriate excitation scheme to perform the spatial
encoding required by this kind of experiments, particularly when
one wants to obtain spectra with a good resolution along the ultra-
fast dimension. The experimental and theoretical results presented
here permit a direct comparison between the various encoding
schemes, moreover they put in evidence the efficiency of the mul-
ti-echo scheme that we have recently proposed [17].

Future developments could include a detailed optimization of
the chirp pulse adiabaticity in order to limit artefacts at the base
of the peaks and to optimize the efficiency of the excitation pro-
cess, in particular when short adiabatic pulses are employed.

The optimization of the sensitivity/resolution compromise pre-
sented in this paper opens interesting perspectives in numerous
domains of magnetic resonance. Resolution improvements could
progressively lead to the replacement of conventional 2D NMR
by ultrafast methods in a wide range of applications, from struc-
ture elucidation to biomolecular NMR or in vivo spectroscopy.
The new improvements presented here could also be useful for
quantitative applications, where the reduction of experiment dura-
tion plays a central role [32]. Despite the improvements discussed
above, ultrafast nD NMR is still limited by a low sensitivity inher-
ent to the method itself, as recently noticed by Frydman [33]. Con-
sequently, ultrafast methods can be used only when sufficient
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signal-to-noise ratio is available, which makes the method unsuit-
able for low-concentrated samples. Future investigations will con-
sider the use of ultrafast nD experiments together with dynamic
nuclear polarization (DNP) [34], in order to reduce the detection
limit by several orders of magnitude.

5. Experimental

Experiments were performed on a water sample (including 20%
D2O as a lock substance) analyzed in a 5 mm tube and character-
ized by a diffusion coefficient D = 2.3 � 10�9 m2 s�1. NMR spectra
were recorded at 298 K on a Bruker Avance 500 DRX spectrometer,
at a frequency of 500.13 MHz with a triple resonance TBI probe
including z-axis gradient. All experiments were performed with
Wurst-100 encoding pulses [35] with a sweep range of 9.4 kHz, ap-
plied during Ge = 0.011 T m�1 excitation gradients. Pulse durations
were adapted to reach the desired Te value. The acquisition gradi-
ent Ga was set to 0.097 T m�1. The excitation frequency was set on
the water signal. No mixing period was applied for simplicity
reasons.

All spectra were acquired and analysed using the Bruker pro-
gram Topspin 2.0. The specific processing for ultrafast spectra
was performed using our home-written routine in Topspin.

Simulations were carried out using a home-written program in
Matlab, using the same excitation and detection parameters as the
experimental values.
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